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Quotes of the
month

We're out - ?!

"Be careful what you wish for..
you might get it."

Our first quote pretty much sums up the farce we faced after the referendum. Having achieved their desire of us
leaving the EU, Boris, Nigel, Michael, maybe even Jeremy !, then proceeded to commit political suicide as a follow
up. In a sketch even Monty Python might have considered too far-fetched we were greeted with a daily pantomime
of leading politicians leaving the field quicker than English footballers at the Euros.

- St Teresa of Avilon

"I can't change the direction of
the wind, but I can adjust my
sails to always reach my
destination."
- Jimmy Dean

In a final irony a "remainer" has become our new Prime Minister. The pound's down, shares are up, the UK
economy's faltering, Turkey has the strangest attempted military coup, Germany's footballers blew it, terrorism in
Europe becomes an almost daily event. Are there any certainties left in life ? Yes it's raining again today !
I can't offer any answers or solutions to these uncertainties of life, but it does strike me that pretty much every
piece of bad news also has a beneficiary, which must count as good news, at least for them ! A pound going down
helps exporters, shares going up helps pension funds ... and I'll leave you to decide who benefited from Germany's
footballers demise !
So as our second quote implies, we may not be in control of events in the outside world, but we can stay in control
of our own world, and reach our destination by a different route.

Interesting Facts
Leonardo da Vinci could write
with one hand and draw with
the other at the same time.

I hope our paths cross in the near future !

Scientists Create New Super Hard Metal
Professor Emilia Morosan and her team from Rice university, Houston, made the discovery while working with
unconventional magnets made from titanium and gold.

The woolly mammoth was
around when the pyramids of
Egypt were being built.

The number of words posted
on Twitter each day would fill a
100 million page book.

Alternative Quotes
for the month
"People who think they know
everything are a great
annoyance to those of us that
do."

The material is four-times harder than pure titanium and "showed the highest hardness of all titanium-gold alloys
and compounds, but also compared to many other alloys."
The material was so hard that when scientists attempted to grind it into a powder using a diamond-coated mortar
and pestle to check its purity it proved too tough.
Titanium is one of the few metals that human bone is able to grow around firmly, allowing it to be widely used in
medicine and dentistry. It has been called a "Next generation compound for substantively extending the lifetime of
dental implants and replacement joints."
It may also have applications in the drilling industry, sporting goods industry, and many other potential fields.

Sonic News
New Multi-process Tank for printers
Introducing the "I Cleaner", a one stop shop cleaning solution for anilox print rollers. The tank is designed to
clean, rinse and dry your rollers with minimal operator input. The roller is loaded into the tank where it is
ultrasonically cleaned. After cleaning the solution is drained into a holding tank where it is stored for the next
cleaning cycle. The roller is then sprayed with water jets as a rinse before finally being dried with jets of air. The
roller continuously rotates to ensure an even clean, rinse, and dry and with all in-tank processes automated, it
makes anilox care so much easier and less time consuming.

- Isaac Asimov

"There cannot be a crisis next
week. My schedule is already
full."
- Henry A. Kissinger

Call now on 01924 495975 or email us on sales@sonicsolutionsltd.com to discuss your ultrasonic
needs.
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